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Shear-Induced Melting
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The collective translational structure of dilute suspensions (- 0.1% by weight) of
charged, spherical, and colloidal particles under shear is investigated by light scattering.
When subjected to increasing shear rate, the equilibrium bcc Wigner lattice exhibits bvo

major, reversible, disordering transitions. Transition II occurs at low shear, is kink
mediated and results in freely slipping two-dimensional hcp layers. At higher rates,
transition I occurs where these two-dimensional layers melt via shear-induced Quctua-
tions (phonons) to produce an amorphous structure. The amorphous structure has
stringlike particle correlations which ultimately disappear.

PACS numbers: 61.10.-i, 81.30.Fb

In this communication we describe the pheno-
menology of the shear-induced breakdown of
equilibrium crystalline translational order in a
qualitatively new regime, where the applied shear
is sufficiently large to mechanically melt the
crystals. I ight scattering is used to probe the
effects of shear flow on translational ordering in
very dilute colloidal suspensions of highly charged
(Z -10' electron charges), spherical (radius, r
=54.5 or 117 nmg, polymer particles in water,
interacting via a Coulomb repulsive potential
which is screened by H' counterions. For suf-
ficiently large concentrations c(- 10"/cm'), such
particles will spontaneously order into three-
dimensional Wigner crystals, "which for our
experiments were body centered cubic (bcc).
These "colloidal crystals" are extremely soft with
typical elastic compliances ' E —1 cm'/dyn; and
they have long local structural relaxation times,
v„-10' sec.4 Because E and Y„areso large
(respective values for typical atomic or molecu-
lar crystals are 10 ' cm'/dyn and 10 "sec), col-
loidal crystals are highly susceptible to distor-
tion and damage by shear stress or florv, and
thus can usefully serve as model systems for the
study of the response of atomic crystals to con-
ditions of extreme shear.

The suspensions were subjected to shear by
two different methods as described previously. '4
In one method, a rectangular quartz cell is rocked
with frequency & about an axis normal to its lar-
gest faces to provide a local Poiseuille shear
profile. The probe laser beam of wave vector k,
is directed coincident with the axis of rotation
(k, J8), and the intensity distribution I(s) of the
scattered light of (wave vector k, ) is viewed and

photographed on a flat screen normal to the beam
and a distance D from the cell. The shear rate is
an oscillatory function of time t, but the system
disordering dynamics are sufficiently slow that
the disordering effects are sensitive only to the
time-averaged rms shear rate S(z) =((&v/ss )'),"',
which can be controlled by varying & or the posi-
tion of the laser beam/rocking axis across the
width of the cell face. The second method con-
sists of using a concentric cylinder cell in which
the inner cylinder rotates to produce a nearly
uniform steady-state shear rate, S, in the con-
tained suspension. Concentric cell data are ex-
amined for two scattering geometries kl &n, II

v'

as in rocking cell and k, II v, &V'. Here the viewing
screen is normal to the shear direction, V, but

parallel to the velocity, 8, and third orthogonal
direction, e.

Suspensions were prepared in the cells with a
small amount of H-OH ion-exchange resin to
gather stray ions. Sphere concentrations were
adjusted to allow bcc crystallization at rest.
Newly deionized samples exhibited a mosiac of
bcc crystallites as evidenced by Bragg-scattering
powder patterns. Experiments were carried out
at room temperature as the crystals would melt
if the temperature T were elevated from 5 to
10 'C.

We now describe the observed increase in order
as the shear is decreased. With sufficiently high

shear applied, all evidence of crystallization
disappears; and the light-scattering pattern con-
sists of diffuse Debye-Scherrer rings [Fig. 1(a)],
which are nearly identical to that obtained in the
liquid phase' (by raising T or lowering c). The
first Debye-Scherrer ring with k-space radius,
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FIG. 1. Scattered-light intensity distributions, I (s),

obtained with use of the rocking cell for r = 117 nm
l(a) to (e), D = 47 nmJ, and r= 54.5 nm radius spheres
t(6, D = 19.4 mme. The Ewald sphere (ES) is tangent
at &~ = 0 to the &„-&,plane such that a minor geomet-
rical transformation converts the intensity distribution
on the screen, I(s» , ) to the projection of the scat-
tering factor S(K) onto the &„-k,plane. (a) Debye-
Scherrer rings of an amorphous, mechanically melted
suspension at S = 17.9 Hz. (b) S= 9.3 Hz. The pre-
transition-I region, with diffuse A'„=constant bands
and diffuse &„=0 spots. (c) S = 8.2 Hz. Below transi-
tion I and above transition II, a 2D hcp in the &„-k~

A

plane which is slightly compressed along ~, is evi-
dent. (d) S = 4.4 Hz. Below transition II, an added
set of k„=0 spots appear. {e) S= 0. The 3D hcp re-
gions gradually disappear, replaced by either of the
two possible bcc structures [see text and Fig. 2(a) l .
This shows an intermediate state in this process, which
is a superposition of the reciprocal lattices of bcc&
and bcc2, smearing them along 4~, and intersecting
them with the Ewald sphere. (f) S = 6.1 Hz. Below
transition I and above transition II for r = 54.5 nm,
showing the extinction along e of the first-order 0„=0
spots due to the half row displacement of adjacent
layers.

2p/a, was identical to the bcc (110) powder ring
radii. Dimensions were c =840 nm for y = 54.5

nm, and a =2200 nm for y = 117 nm. This "melt-
ing" of the original bcc crystal is not a thermal
effect as work done on the samples by shear
produces changes in T of (0.1'C in the worst
case. Also, it is reversible in the sense that bcc
crystallites begin to reform immediately upon
abrupt cessation of shear to make a crystalline
powder of random orientation. However, if S is
gradually lowered, recrystallization occurs via
a series of discrete transitions to structures of
partial translational order. These structures
are found in both shearing methods by observing
the scattered intensity distribution, I(s).

As the rate of shear is reduced and transition

I is approached, diffuse intensity bands appear
along lines of constant k„=2nm/a, with n =+ 1, + 2,
and + 3, and diffuse spots appear at k„=0and k,
= 2nn/a, with n = + 1 and + 2 for the k, J v geometry
t Fig. 1(b)]. Here 2m/a is the radius of the first
Debye-Scherrer ring [Fig. 1(a)] . This k-space
structure indicates the presence of interparticle
correlations corresponding to strings of a few
particles running parallel to ~, spaced by a mean
distance of a along e but with no interstring posi-
tional correlation along 8.

As S is lowered below transition I, sharp spots
appear at k, =0, k, =2nz/b and sharp lines appear
along k„=2nm/a for the k~i8 geometry [Fig. 1(c)].
The spots appear at positions which are shifted
to smaller k, than the diffuse spots (b-1.2a),
and are most intense for even orders. Figure l(f)
shows the first-order spots completely absent for
the y = 54.5 nm suspension in this region. The
lines for k„=2nm/a are modulated in intensity to
form rows of spots which are elongated along e.
The resulting pattern in the k„-k,plane is a dis-
torted two-dimensional hexagonal close packed
(2D hcp) array with a 20/o shrinkage along e. For
the k&IIB geometry, the Ewald sphere is tangent
at k„=0to the k~-k, plane. At transition I, the
amorphous Debye-Scherrer ring, which appears
at the position of the zero shear (110) powder
pattern ring, transforms to the cross-hatched
region shown in Fig. 2(b). The overall k-space
structure is illustrated in Fig. 2(c), where it is
seen that the cross-hatched diffuse lines are the
intersection with the Ewald sphere of rodlike re-
gions of large 8 (k) running parallel to kv and pas-
sing through the k„-k, plane at 2D hcp (10) spots
(the four spots appearing on the central Debye-
Scherrer ring at transition I [Fig. 1(c), 1(f)]j. We
interpret this k-space structure as a condensation
of the strings into hcp layers which are parallel
to the e-8 plane and stretched by 20% along e
[Fig. 2(a)]. Adjacent layers along V are displaced
parallel to e by b/2 (half row spacing) which re-
sults in a reduction of intensity of odd-order k,
=0 reflections. This h/2 displacement and the
large interstring spacing are the result of a layer
"channeling down the grooves" in the neighboring
layers 'in a shear flow. These sliding 2D hcp
layers lack relative translational correlation
along 8 which produces the experimentally ob-
served rod structure in k space. Also visible in
Fig. 1(b) are the diffuse rings which have now

become hexagonal. These arise from local
hexagonal clusters which are oriented by the
shear [Fig. 2(a)], and are apparently distinct
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FIG. 2. (a) Schematic of a layer of particles under
shear (solid circles) and the adjacent layer (open cir-
cles). Above transition I, the layers freely slip along

& with a 512 relative displacement along e, as indi-
cated by the dashed arrows. Oriented hexagonal clus-
ters (left) give 'rise to the hexagonal diffose rings be-
low transition I [Fig. 1(c)) . Registration sites on lines
joining particles to form bcc crystals are indicated
by 1 or 2 (upper right). The choice of 1 leads to bcc&
and similarily for bcc2. Hegistration at the centers
of three-particle triangles leads to 3D hcp regions
which form kinks separating bcc, and bcc, regions.
(b) I (s) for the rotating cylinder method with %1 II&,iV.
The Ewald sphere is tangent to the 4'&-k~ plane.
Cross-hatched diffuse bands appear at transition I and
are rods of scattering emanating parallel to k'~ from
the four 2D hcp (10) spots in the 0„-&,plane. Black
and open spots appear below transition II and are assign-
able to bcc& (closed circles) and bcc2 (open circles)
structures, providing evidence for the registration of
planes at transition II. (c) Structure of 8(K) between
transitions I and II, indicating spots in the &~-&e p1ane,
due to the registration of planes along e; and rods of
scattering parallel to &, a result of the lack of correla-
tion along &. (d) Two-dimensional system used to model
transition II. The effect of layers 0 and 3 on 1 and 2
results in the mean force 6 in the & direction.

from the regions ordered into layers as evidenced
by the inward displacement of the k„=0spots
from the diffuse hexagon maximum.

Upon further lowering shear rate, transition II
is observed in which the registration of adjacent
sheets along 8 is achieved. Because there is a
20% stretch of the 2D hcp sheets along e, registra-
tion sites for adjacent layers lie on the centers
of either of two sets of lines joining particles
[l and 2 in Fig. 2(a)] to form locally either of
two twin related bcc structures [bcc„bcc,in
Fig. 2(a)], or at the center of triangles formed
by three particles to make a local 3D hcp struc-
ture [Fig. 2(a)]. Experimentally, transition II is
heralded by the appearance of this 3D hcp struc-
ture as evidenced by a second set of sharp k„=0
spots [Fig. 1(d)] which are properly placed to
make a k-space 2D hcp, i.e. , at k„=0and k,
=2nm/a. Registration is further indicated in the
kr ll8 geometry by the disappearance of the diffuse
bands and the appearance of a set of discrete
spots [Fig. 2(b)]. These are assignable to reci-
procal-lattice points of the two bcc crystal orien-
tations. The ultimate structure (9=0) is a mosaic
of the two bcc crystal orientations (complete
registration with occasional defects). This indi-
cates that the hcp structure must be associated
with the state of intermediate S and translational
order along 8, a mosiac of bcc„bcc„andhcp
correlated region (a transition region with ex-
tensive defects).

Similar features are obtained for closely re-
lated one-dimensional model systems represented
by a string of harmonically coupled particles sub-
ject to a periodic potential, constant applied force,
and temperature. Here a transition from binding
to free slip mediated by kinks or solitons and
occurring at an applied force comparable to the
maximum binding force' ' is predicted. However,
these calculations are not directly applicable for
our case because the drag force, —o/g—= (% —v)/g,
on a particle is not constant but depends on its
velocity 0 relative to the fluid velocity v, where
p is the mobility of a given particle. Also the
time-average particle velocity is necessarily
equal to the fluid velocity, (r, =0. Thus, we have
modified the above models to describe transition
II in a 2D analog of our system, withx, , the uni-
form displacements of adjacent layers of particles
along. v, obeying a pair of coupled Langevin equa-
tions (ixj =1,2):

Mx, = —(x,.'- ~)/p

+G -Bsin[2~(x, -x, )/a]+f, (t).
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Here aB/2g is the amplitude of the interrow peri-
odic potential, G is the mean force due to adja-
cent layers I0 and 3 in Fig. 2(d)] and f, ar. e fluc-
tuating forces. Requiring (Q, = 0 leads at low
temperature to G = ([v'+ (Bp)'I"' —v )/p and (o'),
=4~v, where (v'), is a measure of the roughness
of the sliding of the rows relative to each other.
The transition region corresponds to v =By. or a
characteristic shear rate S, =By/a, at which G
begins to drop and (o'), is near maximum. For
B-Ea'-10 ' dyn, p, =(6~re) '-10' dyn cm/sec,
and a-10 cm, we find S, -10 Hz, in good quali-
tative agreement with our observations.

A mechanism for transition I is suggested by
the structuring of the 0„)0 lines into spots. The
spots become more diffuse, especially in the k,
direction with increasing k„,indicating a broad-
ening arising from transverse lattice vibrations
with displacement e along k„and wave vector q
along 0, in the 2D hcp sheets as shown in Fig.
2(a). This broadening and hence the 2D lattice
vibration amplitude increases with increasing
shear rate. As a model for intraplane txansverse
phonon generation, we considered a layer to be
an isotropic elastic membrane subjected to a
random thermal force and a drag force due to the
local fluid velocity. A displacement in the V' di-
rection couples to a motion in v direction and

leads to a larger rms absolute displacement of a
point or relative displacement of two points as
the shear is increased. The allowed wavelengths
in this calculation must be bounded from below
by a limit on the number of possible states and
from above as well, giving a "size" to the plates
within a layer. To satisfy a Lindemann criterion
the plates shrink as the shear increases, in
agreement with observation. Details of these
arguments will be published elsewhere.
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Soliton Propagation in 'He-A
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A propagating magnetic texture has been observed in superfluid 3He-A. confined to 17-
p, m slabs with use of pulsed NMR. The results support a model of an expanding lattice
of solitons in the order parameter. The propagation velocity approaches the spin-wave
velocity as T T, , and goes to zero for T &0.86T, . Despite the narrow geometry, the
solitons observed involve distortions of both the spin and orbital degrees of freedom.

PACS numbers: 67.50.Fi, 61.16.Hn, 75.30.Ds

We report the first measurements of a propa-
gating spin-related mode in superfluid 'He-A. .
This work was stimulated by the proposals of
Maki and eo-workers' ' that solitons can exist in
the superfluid, and by the successful observation
of these metastable textures by several groups. ' '
Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of solitons is
the prediction that they can propagate through the
superfluid. We have observed this propagation
and find that near T, the velocity approaches the
calculated spin-wave velocity, ' but decreases at
lower temperatures, going to zero for T/T, (0.86.

The metastable modes in 'He-A have been found
to be most reliably produced by pulsed transverse
NMB, and most easily identified by a change in
the NMB frequency. In 'He-A this frequency
obeys the relation"

where yII, is the Larmor frequency, ~& is the
longitudinal resonance frequency, and R~' is a
constant (0- Rr'- 1) which depends upon the type
of texture (soliton) present. We have taken a nov-
el approach to observing the propagation of this
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